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TRUSTED TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPER CAREGIVERS

Decrease Response Time and Labor Costs

The Penny Test

Having tires on your vehicle that are in good condition can make a world of difference in
how well your vehicle performs and how safe it is to drive. With inclement weather

impacting 1 in 3 Americans in 2022, it is important that your car is prepared to handle any
type of driving condition. 

 
Tires become unsafe when the tread becomes too thin, rubber is degraded by time and

temperature or their sidewalls are damaged. Here is an easy test to determine if your tires
need to be replaced. Insert a penny upside down into the groove of your tire tread. If you

look straight at your penny and can see Lincoln's entire head, it's time to get new tires. Also
known as the penny test!

 
At Super Nurse Call we want our super caregivers to get to work safely every time so keep

an eye on your tires and replace them sooner than later!
 

Learn more about the importance of keeping your tires in good condition here. 
 

We are excited to announce that our products
are now integrated with the Notify mobile
communication App and cloud-based reporting.
Super Nurse Call wired and wireless call systems
will seamlessly connect to the Notify App and
the facility WiFi to provide caregivers and
administrators unparalleled visibility of their
residents security and caregiver performance. 

 
Would you like to see average call response
times drop by 50% and labor cost savings of
40%? Read more about our partnership with

Notify here!
 

Calls from residents will be displayed on Super
Nurse Call base stations like our wireless Model
ENS48 or wired Model 561A and be broadcast to
caregivers’ mobile devices wherever they are in
your assisted living home. Caregivers will be able
to pick up calls immediately and inform or
request help from other staff on iPhones or
Androids. 

https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/loans/auto-loans/when-to-replace-your-tires
https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/loans/auto-loans/when-to-replace-your-tires
https://www.supernursecall.com/blog/product-spotlight-two-way-radios/

